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I am a Finance & Marketing Researcher and Reformer also last 12 

years. I make lot of money easily by various way from online. I 

wish to guide those people and share my experience about 

“Start Income and Grow the Proper Knowledge”. A mass people 

insecure of their Finance & Income at the society. They aren’t 

safe and satisfied to their income. The main cause is poor 

guidance & improper knowledge. There is not proper guideline 

and education about Easy Income. They don’t know how to 

easily start income and grow their ability. There is always hide 

and seek to get proper knowledge. I am very glad to guide those 



people. Without any Investment & Work from Home, here is 21 

Tricks & Tips to easy income from online. Here is 21 Easy Ways to 

Earn Money Online with those website link. Let’s Start…. 

NB: For any assistance or tutorial contact with me. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Welcome to “21 Income Streams – Multiple Ways to Make 

Money Online”. This ebook was once written to assist supply you 

simply a few ideas, the assets and with any luck even the 

motivation to get began making loads of cash online. 

In this e-book I’m giving you 21 tried and examined thoughts for 

making effortless cash online. These are methods that I have in 

my opinion used myself to make cash on-line and others are 

methods that I’ve viewed different human beings or 

corporations use very efficaciously Either way, I know that they’ll 

work if you put in the required motion to get began and stick to 

it until you acquire the effects that you want. 

When it comes to making cash online, I agree with that there are 

actually a million approaches to do it. The solely matters 

stopping you is your creativity and your willingness to each learn 

quickly act upon what you have learned. Please do no longer be 

like I was once for a few years and keep analysing and now not 

virtually enforcing what you learn. Each day that you 

procrastinate you solely put yourself in addition in the back of in 

accomplishing your goals. Set your goals high, trust in yourself 

and then DO IT. Don’t suppose about it, don’t hope, don’t 

dream….JUST DO IT. 



One factor that continues many humans from attaining success is 

the worry that they may make a mistake. SO WHAT! If you make 

a mistake then get up and go on. Everyone who has ever 

accomplished any stage of noteworthy success has made a lot 

extra mistakes than you’ll ever know. Plus the most treasured 

schooling frequently comes from the mistakes that you make. 

Don’t let concern maintain you sure due to the fact you simply 

have nothing to lose from trying. Just preserve shifting ahead till 

you attain your destination…then set a higher goal! 

That’s adequate motivation from me. Once again, thanks for you 

purchase. I virtually hope that this e-book helps you to be 

successful online. If you do, WHEN YOU DO, BE SURE TO LET ME 

KNOW! 

info.emoneyonline@gmail.com  

 

Make Money Online with Affiliate Programs 

Most of the thoughts that I have listed here are totally random 

and simply listed in order that I concept of the, However, I 

deliberately made affiliate advertising range one of this list due 

to the fact it is with the aid of a long way the best way that I 

recognize to make cash online. Just in case you’ve by no means 

tried your hand at affiliate advertising and marketing right here 

is a convenient information for getting started out and a few 

suggestions to assist you keep away from the errors that many 

“newbie” marketers regularly make. 

I’ve heard it stated over and over once more that in order to 

make cash on line you first need to supply something freely. 

That’s very real when it comes to affiliate marketing. Also have 

an honest “GIVE BEFORE YOU GET” mindset. Give your target 

market accurate quality, original statistics and they’ll reward you 

with magnificent sales! Before you choose affiliate merchandise 

mailto:info.emoneyonline@gmail.com


to promote you want to focal point your interest on a 

MARKETABLE NICHE. Notice, I didn’t simply say a area of interest 

however a marketable niche. There’s a large difference. 

A marketable area of interest now not solely likes your product 

however additionally has the disposable earnings to spend on 

your product. Let me illustrate this for you…literally: Kids who 

love SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS are a very large niche. But 

considering teens don’t generally have their very own cash to 

spend they’re no longer the marketable area of interest that you 

choose to go after. 

The actual marketable area of interest for Spongebob is the 

mother and father of the kids or in many instances even the 

grownups themselves who also love the loopy caricature 

personality and don’t thinking spending their money on the 

multitude of merchandise that endure his likeness. See the 

difference. Focus on an area of interest the place human beings 

have cash that they don’t mind spending on your products. 

Choosing Products 

Now let’s discuss about WHERE to locate merchandise on line to 

sell. Here a few corporations or affiliate product directories the 

place you can signal up as an affiliate application and earn a 

commission on the referral income that come from your links. 

There are many more…but these are simply a few of the most 

famous ones to get you started. 

http://www.Clickbank.com - The world’s biggest market for 

digital products 

http://www.Paydotcom – Sort of a go between Paypal and 

Clickbank however companies can sell both digital or bodily 

products 

http://www.clickbank.com/
http://www.paydotcom/
https://www.paypal.com/in/home
https://www.clickbank.com/


http://www.LinkShare.com – A big affiliate listing for main 

businesses 

http://www.CommissionJunction.com – Affiliate supervisor for 

important companies 

http://www.Amazon.com – More than a bookseller, Amazon is a 

big affiliate marketplace 

This is simply the tip of the iceberg…you can discover thousands 

and thousands of merchandises to provide to your niche 

audience simply through looking out for “affiliate programs” at 

your preferred search engine. 

 

Make Money Online with Blogs 

One of my preferred approaches to make cash with running a 

blog is to without a doubt set up a weblog for your niche market. 

Niche advertising and marketing and running a blog go hand in 

hand. I’ve set up countless small blogs for niches that I’m 

involved in and am amazed at how simple the manner is. You can 

set up a free weblog the use of both wordpress.com or 

blogger.com. 

Whichever of the two systems that you pick is relatively a lot a 

count number of personal preferences. I take place to like 

wordpress higher due to the fact I like the huge vary of 

templates and plugins that are reachable to make customization 

a snap. With wordpress it’s also very convenient to add affiliate 

banners and hyperlinks that right away pulls in traffic and stirs 

their hobby in something I’m advertising. 

After including hyperlinks and banners to your blog, the 

subsequent step is to get some traffic. The great factor about 

running a blog is that visitors is drawn to blogs like a moth to a 

http://www.linkshare.com/
http://www.commissionjunction.com/
http://www.amazon.com/
https://wordpress.com/
https://draft.blogger.com/


flame. Google really appears to love blogs and will index your 

blogs very quickly. You can additionally get lots of visitors coming 

to your weblog by means of submitting it to weblog directories. 

To retailer time and effort, you can go to 

http://www.SubmitemNow.com. This free software works in 

your Mozilla Foxfire browser and submits your weblog to extra 

than 100 directories all at once. Take gain of these free 

equipment that assist you get extra traffic. The extra visitors that 

you get your weblog that extra traffic and subscribers you’ll 

cease up with. That translates into extra cash in your pocket. 

 

Make Money Online with eBooks 

Right now, is one of the first-rate instances in Internet 

advertising records to make a ton of money online with ebooks. 

Even with the recognition of audio and video merchandise 

ebooks remain a staple of on-line publishing and they’ll be round 

forever. 

Ebooks provide a rapid and effortless way for potentialities to 

research about a warm topic. Here’s the deal…you don’t even 

have to be a professional on the issue to furnish the information. 

It’s a correct thought that you do have some diploma of hobby in 

the difficulty however you don’t have to be the main expert. You 

simply want to recognize how to assist the target market get the 

information that they want. 

By imparting that facts, you reap the customers have faith and 

emerge as the one that they’re probable to make a buy from. 

That’s how ebooks come to be your sales machines. They go the 

place you may additionally by no means go and attain clients for 

you. 

http://www.submitemnow.com/


Here’s a very convenient way that you can get your e-book 

written and on the market in the shortest time possible. Start 

with personal label rights (PLR) articles and you can have an e-

book in simply a few hours. I’m a massive fan of non-public label 

rights materials. They supply you masses of prewritten 

information on nearly each and every concern that you can 

imagine.  

This can retailer you plenty of hours in any other case spent 

getting to know and writing about your topic. It’s a great deal 

less difficult to start with a team of PLR articles and rewrite them 

instead than beginning from scratch. There is a boat load of 

locations on line the place you can buy PLR articles both as part 

of a subscription or in small packs. I have to warn you to be 

cautious due to the fact ALL PLR IS NOT CREATED EQUALLY. In 

fact, most of the plr articles that you’ll locate online now are 

simply a bunch of garbage. 

That’s why one of my preferred PLR websites is Tiffany Dow’s 

PLR Minimart. If you’re not familiar with Tiffany then perhaps I 

ought to inform you that she’s additionally recognised as the 

“ghostwriter to the gurus”. Before turning into a full-time 

marketer, Tiffany was once the ghostwriter in the back of some 

of the most profitable e-book launched with the aid of 

conventional internet marketing gurus. Her lookup and writing 

fashion are each first classification and her articles will help you 

create a high-quality product. Check Tiffany out at 

http://www.PLRMinimart.com  

Whether you use articles from the minimart or someplace else, 

simply be positive to use high quality PLR articles. This will make 

sure that you provide your clients a lot more information than 

they really paid for. Make your e-book one that stands out in the 

crowd and end up something that clients inform their pals and 

commercial enterprise partners about. That’s how you create 

http://www.plrminimart.com/


client loyalty and construct a proper recognition online. The key 

to getting precise consequences is to begin out with proper PLR 

articles from the establishing and putting your personal special 

contact on them. The time that you spend placing collectively a 

good product will pay off in extra income and fewer refunds. 

After rewriting your fabric into an e-book discover about 4-5 

affiliate applications and include the hyperlinks all through the 

ebook…just don’t overdo it. You don’t desire your e-book to 

become one large income pitch. Let the affiliate hyperlinks ADD 

VALUE no longer take it away. You’ll want to convert your e-book 

into PDF structure to make it effortless for consumers to study it 

online. Download a free PDF converter at- 

http://www.DoPDF.com.  

Finally, you’ll want photos to make your e-book seem tons 

greater expert and sale a lot faster. If you’re now not true at 

snap shots you’ll favour to employ a properly dressmaker to give 

your e-book a properly polished appearance. 

There are loads of very nicely expert photograph designers on 

line however right here are a few my favorites: 

• http://www.CheapestCovers.com - The owner, a man in 

Malaysia named Bitol, does top notch work at an cheap charge 

at a VERY speedy turnaround time. 

• http://eCoverFX.com – I lately grew to be acquainted 

with the proprietor of this site, Michelle Brouse at The Internet 

Marketing Inner Circle - 

• http://21IncomeStreams.com/TIMIC - I’m beginning to 

see Michelle’s work in loads of places on line as she’s turning 

into very popular. Her photo format work is first class! She does 

a superb job! 

http://www.dopdf.com/
http://www.cheapestcovers.com/
http://ecoverfx.com/
http://21incomestreams.com/TIMIC


• http://www.ebookaddictdesigns.com – Another TIMIC 

member, Steve Mount, operates this web page alongside with 

his sister Kat. Their work is wonderful and you’ll love their prices 

too! Check them out. 

These are my guidelines on the excellent locations to get ecovers 

designed however you can determine for yourself. Just google 

“ecover designs” or something comparable and locate a 

company you link. The essential component is that you do use a 

cowl to amplify the perceived fee of your ebook. 

Once you’re performed with the content material and pix of your 

e-book you can promote it using PayPal, Clickbank, PayDotCom 

or your personal service provider account. 

 Now for the section that absolutely places the cash in the 

bank…PROMOTING YOUR EBOOK. Here are few approaches to 

get started out bringing in income nearly immediately. 

1. Google Adwords – Depending on your finances the quickest 

way to being in sales may be to set up an adwords marketing 

campaign – Here’s a hyperlink the place you can get $50 in 

Adwords credit to use in your first campaign. You’ll want a $5 

credit score in order to activate your account. Also, I’m no longer 

positive how lengthy it will be appropriate for however it’s valid 

at the time that I’m writing this ebook: 

https://adwords.google.com/select/Login  

2. Post an advert in boards that enable advertising and 

marketing or in your signature tag. Search for forums in your 

niche 

3. Write authentic articles and put up them article directories 

such as ezinearticle.com, articlecity.com, articledashboard.com, 

goarticles.com and more 

http://www.ebookaddictdesigns.com/
https://www.clickbank.com/
https://paydotcom.com/
https://adwords.google.com/select/Login
https://www.ezinearticle.com/
https://www.articlecity.com/
https://articledashboard.com/
https://www.goarticles.com/


4. Start an affiliate application and share your profits. It’s 

effortless to set up an account at Clickbank or PayDotCom and 

supply affiliate a right proportion like 50% or more. That may 

also appear like a lot however let me ask you this…would you 

alternatively have 50% of something or one hundred percent of 

nothing? 

 

How to Make Money Online with ebay 

Referrals 

You likely already understand at least a little something about 

making cash through selling products on the world’s biggest 

market – ebay. But did you understand that you can make cash 

barring stocking, promoting or transport any merchandise at all. 

That’s right. You can come to be an ebay affiliate and make cash 

simply through sending others to their website. 

Go to ebay.com and discover the affiliate hyperlink at the 

backside of the front page. Click the link and be part of the 

affiliate program. The referral software is managed by way of 

Commission Junction and will pay you a referral price of $25 - 

$35 for absolutely everyone who makes a buy inside 30 days of 

clicking your link! 

One proper way to maximize your ebay referral earnings is to 

add ebay hyperlinks and banners to your weblog or website. Let 

your area of interest target audience comprehend how that they 

can locate the items they’re searching for on ebay and ask them 

to use your links. You can use ebay’s flexible linking device to 

ship your customers immediately to the web page on ebay’s web 

page the place they’ll be sure to discover the object that they’re 

buying for. 



That’s a win-win situation. Your client will shop time and effort in 

looking out for the item and you’ll earn a quality fee at the 

identical time. Sign up these days at http://affiliates.ebay.com  

 

How to Make Money Online with Your Own 

Niche or Local Directory 

One of my all-time favourite methods to make cash on-line is 

with area of interest or nearby directories. I’ve used this on a 

small groundwork for a range of years now and it’s a high-quality 

way earn recurring profits besides an awful lot effort…which is 

why I format to do it on a good deal larger scale very soon. 

Before I go any further, let me give an explanation for the 

distinction between an area of interest listing versus a local 

directory. An area of interest listing provides gadgets to humans 

inside a positive area of interest or interest group. The proprietor 

makes cash from enterprise proprietors who pay to promote 

their products to customers who all share a love or enthusiasm 

for a sure subject matter or niche. 

Here’s an example, my youngest daughter Alex loves these little 

puppies referred to as Yorkies. She needs to get one quickly so 

I’ve been on-line doing some lookup so I may want to analyse a 

little about this breed of canine earlier than my daughter turns it 

lose in my house. In my search I got here throughout a web page 

referred to as http://www.JustYorkies.com  

You can see how properly cantered this website is to humans 

who love Yorkies like my daughter. JustYorkies.com presents 

heaps of fantastic searching Yorkie add-ons that soften the 

owners’ hearts and makes them hand over the money with no 

questions asked! 

http://affiliates.ebay.com/
http://www.justyorkies.com/


Niche directories are what you name a win-win-win situation. 

They are very famous for three critical reasons. Number one, 

customers like them due to the fact it’s an easy way to discover 

merchandise or offerings that cater to their interests. Number 

two, advertisers love them due to the fact they supply focused 

clients proper to their door so to communicate with credit 

playing cards in hand. Number three, the listing proprietor loves 

them due to the fact they make easy cash month after month. 

Another spin on this identical simple concept is to create a listing 

for specialists in the same industry. Some of the niches that you 

would possibly reflect on consideration on might also consist of 

actual estate agents, insurance plan agents, fitness and 

splendour professionals, wedding ceremony vendors, etc. You 

can provide free or low value marketing to get these small 

enterprise proprietors to get a listing on your directory. 

Don’t fear about no longer making lots on the advert rate. The 

reality is that your fundamental objective is to construct a listing 

of focused customers. Then you can ship ongoing affiliate gives 

to the business proprietors on your list/directory. Just be positive 

no longer to overload them with meaningless advertising and 

marketing and ship them properly satisfactory statistics that will 

assist them build their very own businesses. When they see how 

you’re absolutely assisting them through giving valuable data 

they’ll be a whole lot greater in all likelihood to purchase from 

you every month and to renew or improve their advertisements 

on your directory. 

A third way to make cash with directories is to create a 

neighbourhood listing that caters to people in your 

neighbourhood geographic area. Here’s a super video from a 

man that I met on the Warrior Forum named Brian Cook. He’s 

written an e-book that tells you how to make at least $3500 a 



month on-line with a nearby directory. Watch the video and then 

go to http://www.BusinessDirectorySecrets.com  

 

How to Make Money Online with an Internet 

Radio Show 

Here’s a wonderful thought that I discovered from one of my 

mentors, Willie Crawford. I love this tip and will quickly be the 

use of it myself. It’s a danger to do something that you love for 

free, help others and perhaps make cash all at the equal time. 

Does it get any higher than that? 

Have you ever idea about internet hosting your very own radio 

show? If you have any experience with offline radio then you 

already be aware of that it can be very expensive. Now you can 

have your personal FREE RADIO SHOW at- 

http://www.BlogTalkRadio.com!  

People of all pastime corporations are internet hosting free radio 

suggests at blogtalkradio.com. You just sign up for an account 

and comply with some easy directions to get started. When 

you’re ready to do your exhibit you simply name into a 

telephone range that BlogTalkRadio supply you and signal in to 

your “switchboard”. 

The radio indicates are free for human beings to pay attention to 

however you can make cash by using advertising products on 

your exhibit or acquiring sponsors. Blogtalkradio appears to 

make their money thru Google Adsense, Amazon and different 

advertising and marketing programs. 

A radio exhibit would be a terrific extension of your present 

commercial enterprise and ought to be an excellent way of 

imparting top-class content to your clients or clients. Or you may 

http://www.businessdirectorysecrets.com/
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/


even desire to pursue this thinking as a whole commercial 

enterprise format in itself. Either way, I think this is honestly a 

thinking well worth making an attempt due to the fact it’s free to 

begin and provides a remarkable deal of potential in attracting 

new clients and broadening your business. Check out Willie 

Crawford’s exhibit for extraordinary interviews about Internet 

Marketing! 

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/williecrawford  

 

How to Make Money Online Selling Stock 

Photos 

It appears like nearly in all places you seem to be these days any 

individual has a digital digicam and is taking images nonstop. If 

you’re one of these photograph bugs who in no way receives 

adequate of taking snap shots then a true way to flip your ardour 

into income is by using turning into a stock photographer. 

Stock photographs are snap shots that you permit a enterprise to 

use for a commission. You may receive a flat charge per image 

that is general or a fee on every down load of your photo. Stock 

images corporations provide paid memberships to clients in the 

graphics or pictures industry. Their membership price approves 

them a sure number of credits that they may also use to buy the 

pics that they want for a precise project. 

There are a lot of inventory image groups round these days such 

as: 

✓ iStockPhoto.com 

✓ BigStockPhoto.com 

✓ FotoSearch.com 

✓ SnapVillage.com 

✓ 123rf.com 

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/williecrawford
https://www.istockphoto.com/
https://www.bigstockphoto.com/
https://www.fotosearch.com/
https://www.gettyimages.in/
https://www.123rf.com/


You can take a seem to be at every to determine which you 

prefer. One main function that I like about Shutterstock above 

the others is that they have a discussion board the place 

designers request the precise images that they want. Other 

websites have boards however none that I’ve seen make it so 

effortless to understand precisely what will sell. When you 

understand simply what the designers are searching for, you’ll 

what pix to put up and get paid a lot extra money. 

 

How to Make Money Online Interviewing 

Experts 

Want a notion for making loads of cash for much less than an 

hour of work…if you could honestly name it “work”? How about 

making cash speaking about subjects that you’re already 

passionate about? How about additionally getting paid for 

having conversations with people that you keep in excessive 

esteem? 

In simply a minute I’ll provide you an effortless component for 

making cash by using interviewing experts in your niche. Before I 

do I want to inform you about an top notch product that you 

want to make this concept work very effortlessly. 

Visit Audio Acrobat to set up an account so that you’ll be in a 

position to file your interviews and make them handy to your 

paying customers. After you get that set up here’s what you’ll 

want to do next. 

1. Depending upon the dimension of your niche, discover 10-20 

human beings who you consider experts. 

2. Visit the on-line boards the place humans in your area of 

interest come to get assist or offer advice. Take note of the sorts 
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